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Road Test
SPECIFICATIONS
JONES PLUS (XT, BB7, MAXXIS 
CHRONICLE, THOMSON 
DROPPER BUILD)

Price: $5,028 (as reviewed, 
including $425 in accessories)

Sizes available: 24in., 25in.

Size tested: 24in.

Weight: 31.18lb.

TEST BIKE MEASUREMENTS
1.  Seat tube: 457mm (center 

to top)

2.  Top tube: 610mm (effective)

3.  Head tube angle: 67.5°

4.  Seat tube angle: 71°

5.  Chainstays: 483mm

6.   Bottom bracket drop: 88mm 
(low position, 76mm in high 
position)

7.  Crank spindle height  
above ground: 295mm (low 
position)

8.   Fork offset: 76mm

9.  Wheelbase: 1175mm

10.  Standover height: 812mm at 
center of top tube

11.   �Frame: Jones Plus Steel 
Diamond 4130 chromoly with 
custom butted top and down 
tubes

12.   Fork: Jones Plus Truss, 
142mm thru-axle

13.   Rims: WTB Scraper i45

14.    Hubs: Jones 142 x 15mm 
thru-axle front, Shimano XT 
10-speed QR rear

15.   Tires: Maxxis Chronicle 29 x 
3in., EXO TR

16.    Bottom bracket: Surly

17.    Crankset: Surly OD, 170mm, 
39/26T

18.    Cassette: Shimano XT 11-
36T 10-speed

19.    Brake levers: Avid SD7

20.    Shift levers: Shimano XT 
M780

JONES PLUS
BY NICK LEGAN

➺THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX 
is Jeff Jones’s forte. Take a look at his 
website and at the bicycle pictured here 
for evidence. His approach to cycling has 
led to unique bicycles, handlebars, and a 
way of thinking about rider position that 
results in an almost cult-like love of his 
machines. Simply put, nothing else looks 
or rides quite like a Jones. This is doubly 
true for the Jones Plus, a 29+ (29 x 3in.) 
mountain bike aimed at people who ride 
bikes, whether on trails, dirt roads, or 
paved roads, and whether they are loaded 
for adventure or just out for a short jaunt. 

As a self-described purveyor of high-
performance, non-suspension bicycles, 
exploring the extra traction and comfort 
of wider tires is a natural progression, 
one that Jones has been at for years. The 
Plus is the latest culmination of Jones’s 
experiments in bicycle geometry and 
versatility.  

For the Plus, Jones tinkered his way 
through several experimental frames, 
dialing in the geometry to ensure that the 
large wheels didn’t turn his new bike into a 
slow-steering monstrosity. His hard work 
paid off. Despite the bike’s long, 1175mm 
wheelbase, the Plus is an agile bike, 
especially on tight singletrack. 

It’s a versatile machine too. With a 
wide range of gears, big brakes, rear rack 
mounts, and a host of accessories for 
carrying necessities, the Plus makes a great 
touring bike, both on road and off. A quick 
change of tires — Jones likes Schwalbe 
Super Moto slicks, for example — and the 
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21.    Brake calipers: Avid BB7 
mechanical disc brake

22.    Front derailer: Shimano XT

23.    Rear derailer: Shimano XT 
Shadow

24.    Pedals: N/A

25.    Seatpost: Thomson Elite 
External Dropper post

26.    Stem: Thomson X4, 70mm

27.    Handlebar: Jones aluminum 
Loop H-Bar 710mm

28.    Headset: Jones H-Set

29.    Saddle: WTB Speed Pro

30.    Accessories: Jones Loophole 
Loop H-Bar Pack $98, Jones 
Plus Frame Pack $205, 
Gnarwhal aerobar extension for 
Loop H-Bar $80

Plus can be used as a 29er with comfy, fast-
rolling road tires. The upright position is 
kind on the back, neck, and hands, which is 
great for long days in the saddle. More on 
that later. 

An eccentric bottom bracket allows 
Jones Plus riders to play with bottom 
bracket height and to compensate for 
differently sized tires while retaining 
a preferred height. It also means that 
using a singlespeed drivetrain is easily 
accomplished. 

For winter duty, the 3in. tires will work 
in many conditions. If that isn’t enough, 
the Truss fork will also accept a 26 x 4.8in. 
fat bike wheel and tire. The Plus really is 
a “choose your own adventure” type of 
bicycle. Jones mentioned that many of 
his customers are quickly thinning their 
herds, using the Plus for mountain biking, 
bikepacking, commuting, road riding, 
and touring. It’s the sort of bike that, with 
a couple sets of wheels, could take you 
almost anywhere on earth that you’d want 
to reach by bike. 

Rider position
Jones speaks at length about the 

importance of rider position, weight 
distribution, and how he, when designing 
the Plus, focused on putting the rider 
inside the bicycle. This rider position is 
accomplished thanks to a slack, 71-degree 
seat tube angle, a high handlebar that 
sweeps back to the rider, and careful 
attention to top tube length and the front 
center dimension. Jones calls it a centered 
rider position. However, because I was a 
road racer in my formative years, the Plus 
feels like it has a decidedly rearward-biased 
rider position. This is neither good nor 
bad, but it was certainly different for me. 
It doesn’t help that I have short femurs for 
my height and long arms, both bringing 
me forward on most bikes. But after some 
time on the Plus, it began to feel normal. 

The Plus arrived with Jones’s iconic 
swept-back Loop H-Bar mounted well 
above the saddle using a stubby 70mm 
stem. The geometry of the Plus is designed 
with the Loop bar in mind and, thanks to 
its multiple hand positions, is a favorite for 
many long-distance, off-road riders. When 
I installed my preferred saddle in my usual 
position, the reach to the bars was far 
shorter than I’m used to, so I later put on a 
longer stem. 

Jones prefers a short reach for his bikes 

GEARING IN INCHES

 26 39 
11 72.0 108.2

13 61.0 91.5

15 52.7 79.3

17 46.7 69.8

19 41.8 62.5

21 37.8 56.7

24 32.9 49.7

28 28.4 42.4

32 24.7 37.2

36 22.0 32.9

Contact: Jones Bicycles, 101 Sunny 
Street, Talent, OR 97540, jonesbikes.com
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because it makes moving around on the 
bike easier and puts less pressure on the 
rider’s hands. If a rider is too stretched out, 
it’s difficult for him or her to be athletic 
on a bike, to have the core, arms, and legs 
actively engaged in controlling the bike. 
On the Jones Plus, this is not an issue. 
After long days, assuming you have a 
comfortable saddle, you may feel fresher 
because there isn’t much weight on your 
hands and your back isn’t rotated forward.

It’s worth noting that the slack 
71-degree seat tube angle means that, as 
saddle height goes up, the effective reach 
to the handlebar increases more than on 
steeper seat angles. It also means that 
higher seat heights will have increased 
setback with regard to the bottom bracket. 
This isn’t a concern for taller riders, 
especially those with long femurs, but for 
shorter riders, it’s worth speaking with 
Jones about any fit questions you may 
have. 

On the Trail
Thanks to the upright position, 

excellent geometry, and large tires, you will 
find yourself clearing technical sections 
with ease aboard the Jones. The long 
chainstays and 29+ tires deliver incredible 

traction, even out of the saddle on loose 
gravel. 

Looking at the spec sheet of the Jones, 
the wheelbase figure of 1175mm could 
lull you into thinking that the Plus would 
steer like a bus. But turn in quickly to 
avoid an obstacle in the trail, and the Jones 
dices like a Ginsu knife. The handling is 
deceptively agile. That long wheelbase 
comes in handy when you are attempting 
to tackle a rocky section. Combined with 
the large footprint and angle of attack of 
the large-diameter tires, the Jones floats 
over the rough stuff. On steep climbs, a 
quick stomp on the pedals and you’ll clear 
the crux before you know it. 

The Plus was shipped with a Thomson 
Elite dropper seatpost, which was a perfect 
addition to such a capable rigid mountain 
bike. Lowering the saddle over technical 
trail sections, especially while descending, 
lowers your center of gravity and also 
eliminates the saddle hitting your backside 
and bucking you out of control. The only 
downsides are a little extra weight, more 
expense, and the inability to run much of a 
seat pack. 

As a touring machine
The Jones Plus is built for fun of all 

types, not the least of which is touring. 
With abundant rack and fender mounts, 
a Revelate-produced frame bag and Loop 
handlebar bag, and fork clamps for the 
mounting of water-bottle or cargo cages, 
you can carry everything you’ll need for a 
tour and a whole lot more. 

I took the Plus on a couple of overnight 
trips that saw pavement, dirt roads, 
singletrack, and even snow. Whatever 
the road’s condition, the Plus carried its 
load with aplomb. The large front triangle 
means a Revelate-produced frame bag 
offers a large amount of storage. Strapping 
a dry bag to the Loop bars was a cinch. 
The Truss fork actually supported the 
underside of the bikepacking bag I put on 
the bars, making the bag much more stable 
than on a bike with a traditional fork. 

The Surly crank and Shimano XT 
10-speed gearing is a little tall for a 
bike with such large diameter wheels, 
especially when it’s loaded with camping 
gear. The 22in. low gear was just fine for 
me while mountain biking, though, and 
for flat riding it’ll never be a problem. In 
mountainous areas, consider going with 
a 2x11 drivetrain, with a 40T or even 42T 
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cog on offer from Shimano. 
The Jones has braze-ons for three 

water-bottle cages, all on the down tube, 
two along the top and one underneath 
near the bottom bracket. Despite room for 
it, there is no bottle cage mount on the seat 
tube. Jones also included several sets of 
plastic clamps that fit the legs of the Truss 
fork. These can be used to add bottle cages 
or cargo mounts like Salsa’s Anything cage. 

What impressed me was how well 
the Jones rolled on road sections. Even 
while running tire pressures in the teens, 
the Maxxis Chronicle tires worked 
marvelously on trail and tarmac. As 
mentioned earlier, Jones said that many of 
his clients will have a couple sets of wheels 
for the Plus, one with 3in. knobbies, the 
other with wide, slick road tires. With even 
faster-rolling tires, the Plus would make 
a supremely comfortable road touring 
machine for those who dislike dropbars. 

For extended road rides when you 
might want to get off your hands and 
improve your aerodynamics, Jones 

invented the Gnarwhal, an $80 extension 
that clamps to the Loop bar for a forward 
position. You can run a single extension or 
a pair, thanks to the straight section on the 
front of the Jones Loop H-Bar.

Pluses and Minuses
There are only a couple of catches 

with the Plus. The first is the weight. At 
30lb., it isn’t light for a rigid bike. But for 
its versatility, that’s a small hit to take. The 
other catch is a little tougher. 

Unless you’re 5ft. 8in. or taller, you may 
have a tough time fitting on a Jones Plus. 
It is only offered in 24in. and 25in. sizes, 
with that number referring to the effective 
top tube length. With a standover height 
of 32 inches at the center of the top tube, 
you need some long pins to clear the bike. 

Much of this is a function of the oversized 
wheels. 

It also helps if you are of the long-
femured variety of humans. I am not. 
This meant that I needed to put my 
seat forward to feel powerful, further 
shortening the distance to the already 
close handlebars. A longer stem certainly 
helped, but I never found a position that I 
would call perfect. At 5ft. 10in., I’m neither 
short nor tall (or so I tell myself). With 
a seat height of 74cm, the bars were well 
above my saddle. 

Hopefully, my niggles are actually 
music to the ears of many readers. The 
Jones has a wonderfully relaxed position, 
perfect for touring, taking in the sights, 
and inspiring confidence while riding off 
road. I’m sure with more time on the bike I 
could become accustomed to the position, 
but after 25 years of riding traditional 
bikes, it’s hard to teach this old dog new 
tricks.  

Nick Legan is the technical editor of Adventure 
Cyclist. You can reach him at nlegan@
adventurecycling.org.
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